Pillow envelope
tutorial
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This pattern is designed for a pillow of 15 ¾" x 15 ¾". But you can easily alter its measurements
to adapt the envelope to any pillow’s size.
The plus of this pattern is that this envelope is removable and nicely edged by piping.

Recommended fabrics :

cotton, poplin, linen, liberty, denim, twill

Supplies :

19" of fabric
67" of piping
Seam allowances (3/8") are included in the pattern.

Difficulty :
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Cut your fabric
Pattern pieces

Cutting layout

front (1) : cut 1 piece of 16 ½" x 16 ½"
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back (2) : cut 2 pieces of 16 ½" x 11"

wrong side of the fabric

front piece

Instructions

back piece

piping
stitching

Piping :
1. Pin the piping all around front piece’s right side, laying the cord toward the inside of the piece.

cord toward
inside

2. To link two ends of the piping, measure 3/4" more, strip the bias of the cord over 3/4"
and cut the cord so that it touch the other end.
Fold the bias on the wrong side over 1/4", then link two ends of piping covering cut piping
with unstiched bias.
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Envelope :
3. On each back piece, make an hem of 3/4" folding 3/8" twice on wrong side.
Stitch close to the folding.

3/8"

3/8"

4. With right sides together, pin back pieces to front piece. Both back pieces overlap over 4".
Stitch all around the envelope over the piping stitching you made at step 1.

4"

back piece’s edges

5. Trim angles then flip the envelope on the right side by
the opening and press.

Well done, your pillow envelope is finished !
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